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Eid Sale
View all 
  
New Launch 

[image: Nothing Phone (2A) 256GB Black 5G Smartphone + CMF B168 Earbuds + Adapter]

 [image: Free Rada ZIP2 Essential Backpack 17.5inch] 




7% OFF 
Nothing Phone (2A) 256GB Black 5G Smartphone + CMF B168 Earbuds + Adapter


4.215

AED 1,399.00
AED 1,498.00




  

[image: Sony PlayStation 5 Slim Console 2023 (CD Version) White - Middle East Version] 

14% OFF 
Sony PlayStation 5 Slim Console 2023 (CD Version) White - Middle East Version


4.54526

AED 1,799.01
AED 2,099.00




  

[image: Samsung A25 256GB 8GB Ram Light Blue 5G Smartphone] 

15% OFF 
Samsung A25 256GB 8GB Ram Light Blue 5G Smartphone


4.6145

AED 989.00
AED 1,169.00




  

[image: Dyson V15 Detect Extra Cordless Vacuum Cleaner] 

13% OFF 
Dyson V15 Detect Extra Cordless Vacuum Cleaner


4.55571

AED 2,099.00
AED 2,399.00




  

[image: Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max (256GB) - Natural Titanium] 


Apple iPhone 15 Pro Max (256GB) - Natural Titanium


4.61249

AED 5,099.00




  

[image: Apple AirPods Pro (2nd generation) with MagSafe Charging Case (USB-C)] 

11% OFF 
Apple AirPods Pro (2nd generation) with MagSafe Charging Case (USB-C)


4.61340

AED 849.00
AED 949.00




  

[image: Apple iPhone 13 (128GB) - Midnight] 


Apple iPhone 13 (128GB) - Midnight


4.59333

AED 3,399.00




  

[image: Apple MacBook Air 13-inch (2020) - Apple M1 Chip / 8GB RAM / 256GB SSD / 7-core GPU / macOS Big Sur / English & Arabic Keyboard / Space Grey / Middle East Version - [MGN63AB/A]] 

29% OFF 
Apple MacBook Air 13-inch (2020) - Apple M1 Chip / 8GB RAM / 256GB SSD / 7-core GPU / macOS Big Sur / English & Arabic Keyboard / Space Grey / Middle East Version - [MGN63AB/A]


4.68505

AED 2,999.00
AED 4,199.00




  

[image: Apple 20W USB-C Power Adapter] 

10% OFF 
Apple 20W USB-C Power Adapter


4.81498

AED 71.00
AED 79.00




  

[image: Lenovo 15.6] 


Lenovo 15.6" Casual Topload Black T210 GX40Q17229


4.5898

AED 39.00




  

[image: LG Grill Microwave Oven 42 Litres MH8265DIS] 


LG Grill Microwave Oven 42 Litres MH8265DIS


4.8109

AED 786.00




 
[image: Lenovo IdeaPad Slim 5 16IRL8 (2023) Laptop - 13th Gen / Intel Core i7-13620H / 16inch WUXGA / 512GB SSD / 16GB RAM / Shared Intel UHD Graphics / Windows 11 Home / English & Arabic Keyboard / Cloud Grey / Middle East Version - [82XF007MAX]] 

6% OFF 
Lenovo IdeaPad Slim 5 16IRL8 (2023) Laptop - 13th Gen / Intel Core i7-13620H / 16inch WUXGA / 512GB SSD / 16GB RAM / Shared Intel UHD Graphics / Windows 11 Home / English & Arabic Keyboard / Cloud Grey / Middle East Version - [82XF007MAX]


51

AED 3,198.99
AED 3,399.00
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Game Store
[image: ...]
Gaming consoles
Up to 30% Off

Shop now
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Gift & Game Cards
From AED 21

Shop now
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Drones
From AED 1,799

Shop now
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Gaming Accessories
Up to 15% Off

Shop now










Mobile phone deals
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Android Smartphones
Up to 20% Off

Shop now
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Bestselling iPhones
Up to AED 200 Off

Shop now
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Budget Smartphones
Up to 15% Off

Shop now
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Gaming Smartphones
Up to 5% Off

Shop now








Featured Products








Top-rated Smartwatches
 [image: ...]
Apple Watches
Up to AED 100 Off

Shop now
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Smart & Stylish
Up to 50% Off

Shop now
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Fitness trackers
Up to 40% Off

Shop now
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New Launch
Up to 40% Off

Shop now








Best deals on computing
[image: ...]MacBooks
Up to 10% off
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Up to 40% off




 [image: ...]Printers & Inks
Up to 20% off
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Up to 30% off
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Up to 25% off




 [image: ...]Computing Accessories
Up to 30% off




 



Home Appliances Store
[image: ]
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Kitchen Appliances
Up to 40% Off

Shop now
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Irons / Steamers
Up to 35% Off

Shop now
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Vacuum Cleaners
Up to 20% Off

Shop now
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Microwaves
Up to 20% Off

Shop now










Must-have gadgets
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Drones
Up to 20% Off

Shop now
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Cameras
Up to 25% Off

Shop now
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Tablets
Up to 25% Off

Shop now
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Smart Home & Security
Up to 40% Off

Shop now








Home Entertainment
[image: ...]Televisions
Up to 25% Off
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Up to 25% off




 [image: ...]Gaming
Up to 25% off
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Up to 40% off




 [image: ...]Streaming devices
Up to 30% off




 [image: ...]Home Theatre
Up to 30% off




 



Unbeatable deals on accessories
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Top Brands
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The DG Store
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Online Shopping Dubai, UAE - Mobile, Electronics, Home & Kitchen Appliances

Your search for the best online shop in UAE ends here! Sharaf DG has everything you need under a single roof.

Here, you can find a wide range of products at the best price! Also, get free shipping and cash-on-delivery options when you shop with us.

Whether you are looking for a gift, the latest smartphones, or even articles related to home decor, you can easily find it all here. 

At Sharaf DG, we offer a wide range of products from every single category. And that's why we've decided to show you exactly what we have in store. So, let's browse through this website and explore a variety of products and brands from categories such as technology, home decor, fashion and home appliances. 





Buy Top Quality and Branded Mobile phones at Best Prices in the UAE

Sharaf DG has one of the best collections of mobile phone brands across all the online mobile shopping platforms in the UAE!

Here, you will find top-quality and branded mobile phones priced to match your budget.

If some of your recent Google searches have been "mobile shopping near me," look no further, as shopping for mobiles online will take care of that for you! Plus, there are many reasons to opt for online mobile shopping. 

Firstly, it is very convenient, and you can do it from the comfort of your home. Secondly, you have a wider range of products to choose from. And thirdly, you can avail of great discounts and offers on mobile phones.

Not to mention, Sharaf DG stocks only the branded mobile phones, including:

	Apple iPhones
	Samsung Galaxy Series
	Xiaomi Smartphones
	Huawei Phones and accessories
	Oppo Phones
	Vivo Mobiles
	One plus Smartphones
	Google Pixel Phones
	Nokia Mobiles


and a lot more!

So, you are sure to find your desired phone here. Some of the latest models available on Sharaf DG are the  iPhone 14, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13,Samsung S22, Samsung Z Fold3, Xiaomi 12 Pro, and  Huawei P50 Pocket.

Browse through our large collection of smartphones for every purpose and get the best deals that will make you go "Wow!"





Shop Fashion and Beauty Products Online in UAE at Best Prices

Finding the right fashion and beauty products can be a challenge, especially if you're not sure where to look for them.

What if there was just one place where you could find the top beauty brands, grooming appliances, trimmers, shavers, fragrances, and perfumes?

That's what we aimed to make possible at Sharaf DG.

After onboarding the largest brands across the globe, we now have an endless collection of products for you to choose from and test. We now offer the widest range of products from the leading beauty and fashion brands so that you don't have to look elsewhere.

Some of the most popular products available from renowned brands are:

	Marc Jacobs Women's Perfume
	Lacoste’s Accessories
	United Colors of Benetton’s Sunglasses
	Bvlgari Women's Sunglasses
	Calvin Klein’s Accessories
	Davidoff's Cologne
	Dunhill Men's Sunglasses
	Rasasi Women's Perfume
	Paco Rabanne Men's Cologne
	RayBan's Sunglasses


Our store also offers a great range of grooming appliances from top brands such as Dyson, Remington, Babyliss, Phillips, and Braun. You can find a variety of trimmers, shavers, lotions, and more. 

We also have some of the top fashion labels available at Sharaf DG, including Marc Jacobs, Lacoste, United Colors of Benetton, Bvlgari, Calvin Klein, Davidoff, Dunhill, Rasasi, Paco Rabanne, RayBan, Chopard, Gucci, Dior, Oakley, Prada, and Guess - the list is endless!

You can also find a great selection of sunglasses from well-known brands such as RayBan, Chopard, Gucci, Dior, and Oakley. 

And the best part, all these products will be delivered right to your doorstep without you having to step outside your home! So, go ahead and give these products a try. Who knows, you may find a few new brands that can become your signature preferences.





Shop Online for Furniture, Home, and Living Essentials

Upgrading your furniture can be a task. There are so many stores selling products, a range of furniture made from different types of wood, home décor products and brands. It can be perplexing.

At Sharaf DG, we deliver a hassle-free shopping experience. And today, it is one of the leading online stores for furniture, home essentials, and a lot more!

We stock a wide range of products from top brands such as Evvoli, Yamada, Lamac Crafts, Mahmay, and many others that you may have not tried.

There's everything you need to upgrade your home furniture, including:

	Sofas and beds
	Dining tables and chairs
	TV units and cabinets
	Shoe racks and storage solutions
	Bedroom sets


and much, much more!

We also offer a wide range of home furnishing products such as curtains, rugs, cushions, and throws. You can find exceptionally designed wall-decor items too.

If you're looking for textile products, we have a great selection of brands such as Pan Emirates, Ibama, and Comfy for you to choose from. 

Regardless of whether you visit Sharaf DG online or offline, we know you could be short on time. Hence, we keep things as simple as possible. You can purchase your products and checkout quickly while we take care of everything behind the scenes for you.

Our best-in-class service ensures that you get access to everything you need without interrupting your shopping flow.





One-Stop Online Shop for world-class Home and Kitchen Appliances

Sharaf DG is the best place to buy a world-class home and kitchen appliances. We offer a wide range of products from the world's leading brands, all in one convenient online shop. We offer Refrigerator, Washing Machine, Dishwasher, Air Conditioner & Purifier, Microwave Ovens, Food Processor, Cooker, Blender and many more.

We offer all the latest models of home appliances from the top brands, including LG, Super General, Samsung, Bosch, Miele, Panasonic, Hisense, Hoover, Candy, Hitachi, Nikai, Whirlpool, Haier, Afton, Toshiba. And kitchen appliances from brands like Siemens, Bosch, LG, Nikai, Terim, Dyson, Smeg, Midea, Beko, Wolf, Super General, Hoover with our competitive prices, you can be sure you're getting the best value for money!

Some of the most popular products from these brands include:

	LG Refrigerator
	Samsung Air Conditioner
	Super General Washing Machines
	Hisense Appliances
	Bosch Dishwasher
	Siemens Cooker
	Bosch Hobs
	Hoover Freezer & Cooler
	Dyson Vacuum Cleaner


We also offer a great selection of audio products, from soundbars and wireless headphones to earphones and portable speakers. Whether you're an audiophile or a homemaker who enjoys the latest technology, you can find what you need to upgrade your home with Sharaf DG. 

Besides, you can always rest assured that your products are delivered by Sharaf DG in the best packaging possible to avoid any damage.





Shop Electronics, TV, and Home Audio Online with Best Services

Stay up-to-date with the latest technology and gadgets from all across the globe. Choose from LG and Samsung TVs to Sony and Hisense and everything in between. If you have seen a product, you can be sure that it’s available at Sharaf DG.

Electronic products we offer:

	TVs
	Tablets
	Smartwatches
	Laptops
	Musical Instruments
	Wired and Wireless Headphones


and more!

Sharaf DG has the best electronics range compared to all other online electronics stores, so you know you're getting the best products in the UAE.

With brands like Apple for MacBook’s and iPad’s, Samsung, Huawei, One plus, Microsoft, HP, Acer, Dell, Lenovo, Asus, and MSI laptops, we have everything you need - even gaming laptops!

As far as home audio equipment is concerned, we've got you covered there too. We have everything from Apple and Sony to Samsung and Google, along with Bose, Marshall, Huawei, Beats, Jabra, Sennheiser, JBL, and One plus. And that's just the tip of the iceberg.

We also offer a wide range of home audio products from brands like Sonos, Genelec, Polk Audio, Kef, Harman Kardon, and Philips. If you've been looking for a store to purchase online audio instruments, Sharaf DG has got you covered.

After-sales service is very important for us at Sharaf DG. We care about your comfort and concerns even after you’ve purchased the product. Should you have queries or issues with your product, simply pick up the phone and call us. We will do our best to help you.

Our support team is trained to always deliver excellent service. Try out our support services and experience exceptional customer assistance at Sharaf DG.





Sharaf DG: your one-stop destination for all online shopping needs!

Sharaf DG is the perfect place to shop for all your electronics, TV, and home audio needs. With the latest and greatest products from all the top brands, we have everything you need to stay up-to-date with the latest technology.

Plus, our excellent after-sales service options and commitment to providing the most competitive prices in the market make us the perfect choice for all your electronics needs.

Sharaf DG also offers a wide range furniture item that are available 24/7, so you can shop at your convenience. With our fast and safe delivery provisions, you're sure to receive your items in no time.



View More
View Less

 




Need help?

 Reach out to us  on any of the support channel

	 
 Store Locator
Find a store nearby



	 
 Feedback
Send us your feedback



	 
 Chat Now
Chat on WhatsApp








Company	About Sharaf DG – UAE’s Leading Electronics Retailer
	About Sharaf Group
	DG Help – Authorised Service Centres
	Techbench
	DG+ | Home Theatres & Audio
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	Brand Promise
	Best Price Guarantee (BPG)
	Solution Bar
	Careers
	Terms and Conditions




Assistance	Check warranty status
	Store Locator
	DG Shield Premium
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	DG Shield
	Extended Warranty
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 Make Money With Us!


	Sell at Sharaf DG
Start selling with us and reach millions of our customers Learn More


	Become our affiliate
Monetize what you love to do, join our affiliate marketing program. Learn More


	Advertise with Us
Place your products in front of high-intent shoppers and convert them with ease Learn More








A Member of Sharaf Group
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